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Abstract - A CFD (Computational Fluid Dynamics) solver is used for simulation of fluid flow and heat transfer. It helps in analyzing the 

various parameters in fluid flow of scientific applications. OpenFOAM (Open Field Operation and Manipulation) [14] is an open source 

Software which can be used to solve Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) problems. The OpenFOAM solves various equations e.g. Mass 

Conservation, Conjugate Heat Transformer. OpenFOAM solves CFD problems serially as well as in parallel. The motivation of the project is to 

reduce time for solving CFD problems by implementing it on GPU. The OpenFOAM a software contribution which (Open Field Operation and 

Manipulation) is open source Tool. OpenFOAM has a many of features to get answer to anything from complex liquid (or gas) moves getting 

mixed in trouble chemical reactions, turbulence and heat give property in law, to solid driving power and electromagnetic. Existing OpenFOAM 

executes serially, by introducing parallelism, time required for execution of OpenFOAM can be reduced. For introducing parallelism, System 

requires CUDA (Compute Unified Device Architecture) enabled CPU (Central Processing Unit). To achieve parallelism, openFOAM requires 

CUDA support and support is achieved by of gpu library. Library is used to introduce parallelism for single GPU and multigpu can improve 

performance of OpenFOAM. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

High performance computing becomes increasingly 

important as advances in electronic and go mixed together 

with technologies have made it more widely able to be got 

beyond the future. The computing issues producing an 

effect, such as poor performance or power loss and limited 

design scalability in monolithic designs has high-

performance processor buildings and structure design lean 

towards designs that point multiple processing Cores on a 

single bit broken out.[2] For example, scientific and 

engineering application domains play a key part in the 

future; make observations and development activities in 

colleges, universities, laboratories and companies, especially 

when the answer of greatly sized and complex problems 

must do with tight timing forces to   limit.[12] 

A Graphics Processing Unit (GPU) is a specifically de- 

signed electronic device, designed for processing 

mathematical calculations. Basically it is used for Computer 

Graphics to make gaming faster for graphical rendering. A 

Central Processing Unit (CPU) is an electronic device used 

for general purpose computation.[23] It used basically to do 

memory read write, cache read write, not for specifically for   

computation. 

By making use of GPU computing technology giants were 

using this technology. The reason for the wide and 

mainstream acceptance is that the GPU is a computational 

powerhouse, and its capabilities are growing faster than 

those of the x86 CPU. So getting the advantage of these 

graphical processing we are using the GPUs of 

OpenFOAM.[14] General purpose graphic processor units 

(GPUs) technology is increasingly being used to increase in 

rate compute-intensive HPC applications across different 

disciplines in the HPC town. OpenFOAM CFD simulations 

can take an important amount of time and are computational 

getting much out. Making a comparison different those 

possibly taking place in addition for making able to quicker 

make observations and discovery using CFD are of key 

importance. SpeedIT libraries from Vratis make ready GPU-

accelerated done again and again solvers that put in place of 

the done again and again solvers in OpenFOAM. The 

contribution of this paper is to get the supporting 

environments for the cuda over the OpenFOAM and 

introduce parallelism on the OpenFOAM over multiple 

cores. 

 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

OpenFOAM is an open starting point CFD package able to 

solve various fluid dynamics problems, way out of different 

problems from complex liquid (or gas) moves getting mixed 

in trouble chemical reactions, turbulence and heat, to solid 

driving power and electromagnetic. Because of this 

importance, OpenFOAM has a greatly sized user base in the 

area   of science and physics. [11] And value exploring its 

power to get an effect in multi-core flat structures. 

OpenFOAM’s core technology is a package consist of c++ 

unit, which can be used to make several solvers also.[22] 

The parallel account of OpenFOAM we can cut domain into 

sub domains to run on separate processors to communicate 

between processors by using MPI communication protocol. 

After running in parallel users should remake the field data 

to redo the complete domain and fields. [1] For this work, 

we select effective method having an effect equal to the 

input solvers, which can be used in many scientific 

applications. The direct logic behind making out the cuda 

support is to parallelize the OpenFOAM code structure for 

that ends for this purpose are, getting cuda support for 

OpenFOAM and implementing more than two or more GPU 

code for the same. To do first work the supporting libraries 

are used for having the ground for implementation.  

Following part has a discussion about different libraries and 

their good outcome[3]. 
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A. cufflink-library 

Cuda For FOAM Link (cufflink) is an open  source  library 

for connecting number methods based on Nvidia’s work out 

joined apparatus buildings and structure design (CUDA) 

C/C++ listing of knowledge processing machine orders 

language and OpenFOAM. currently, the library puts to use 

the sparse having an effect equal to the input solvers of cusp 

and methods from force to get answer to the having an effect 

equal to the input tree cutting tool= b system formed from 

OpenFOAM’s lduMatrix teaching room and come back the 

answer vector.[4] Cufflink is designed to put to use the 

course- grained parallelism of OpenFOAM (through domain 

break- down) to let multi-GPU parallelism allows 

application to have more speed up and more parallelization 

using the cufflink. [8] Cufflink has support over the earlier 

version and having single file configuration. But, the 

cufflink is able to exist together to the OpenFOAM-extend 

fork of the OpenFOAM code only. So to use it to one that 

makes point of   comparison that is OpenFOAM latest 

account 2.4.x is not   useful.[13] 

 

B. PyFR 

PyFR is an open-source computational liquid solver for 

unstructured networks. Doing a play of our putting into 

effect is benchmarked using clear hexahedral and mixed 

prismatic- tetrahedral nets of the nothing space around a 

going round in circles body in roller form. specifically, for 

each net operation is value put on at different orders of 

accuracy on three different hardware flat structures;[21] a 

NVIDIA Tesla K40c GPU, a Intel Xeon E5-2697 v2 CPU, 

And a AMD FirePro W9100 GPU.[17] Doing a play is then 

value put on a heterogeneous multi-   node system made 

from a mix of the named before hardware. Outcomes put 

examples on view that PyFR gets done doing a play able to 

be taken about across different hardware flat structures. In 

particular, the power of PyFR to Target person flat 

structures with their low level of development language 

leads to importantly gave greater value to doing a play cf. 

marking for attack each flat structure with OpenCL by 

oneself. PyFR is also found to be performant on the 

heterogeneous multi-node system, doing an important 

fraction of the ready (to be used) FLOP/s.  [11] 

 

As stated above PyFR is a having methods to parallelize the 

code and complete work code of OpenFOAM is written in 

c++. The PyFR provides the cuPython based solver point 

which will not possibly moved to the OpenFOAM code 

structure and the data moves are also different in both the 

Case so, PyFR is not able to exist together with  

OpenFOAM.[5] 

 

A. AmgX 
AmgX provides a simple foot-way to increase in rate core 

solver technology on NVIDIA GPUs. AmgX provides up to 

10x acceleration to the computationally very strong (great) 

having an effect equal to the input solver part of simulations, 

and is especially well was good, right for if true, then some 

other is necessarily true unstructured ways of doing. It is a 

high operation, state-of-the-art library and includes a 

flexible solver thing in place of natural one system that lets a 

user to easily make complex put together solvers and 

preconditioners. [9] 

The AmgX can possible able to exist together with the 

OpenFOAM because the solver structure provided by 

AmgX is similar as the OpenFOAM it operates on Un-

smoothed aggregation algebraic multigrids and Krylov 

methods like PCG, GMRES, BiCGStab, and flexible 

things changed are also able to exist together. in company 

with smoothers like Block-Jacobi, Gauss-Seidel, not 

complete Lu, more than one math part, thick Lu are gave 

effect to in   AmgX.[18] 

B. HYPRE 
Hypre, a software library of high operation preconditioners 

and solvers for the answer of greatly sized, sparse having 

an effect equal to the input systems of equations on 

massively parallel computers. The Hypre library was made 

come into existence with the first end, purpose of making 

ready users with increased parallel preconditioners. The 

library features parallel multigrid solvers for both 

structured and unstructured network questions. For take in 

of use, these solvers are made way in from the application 

code via Hypre with the idea having an effect equal to the 

input system connections, which let a range of natural hard 

question descriptions.   [10] 

Hypre is a package of thing making adjustment code that 

lets AmgX to easily say yes data already got ready for 

HYPRE. This should be got facts together to a separate .a      

or .so text record then connected with the application to 

make ready the HYPRE-AmgX thing making adjustment. 

It is on condition that with the HYPRE LGPL 2.1 

License[19], since it depends on the HYPRE.h header 

records. The HYPRE restructures the input of OpenFOAM 

which cannot be said totally able to exist together with the 

OpenFOAM. Also HYRRE is built with BoomerAmgx and 

gave another in place of with AmgX can increase the 

complexity of part out.[15] 

 

C. OFGPU 
OFGPU v1.1 is the latest account of our free GPL library 

that provides GPU (sometimes said something about to as 

GPGPU) having an effect equal to the input solvers for 

Open- FOAM v2.2.x. The library persons marked NVIDIA 

CUDA apparatuses on Windows, Linux, and (untested) 

Mac 3 Os X.[16] GPU acceleration holds the undertaking 

of making ready important rate of motion up at relatively 

low price and with low power using up made a comparison 

to other those possibly taking place in addition. If you need 

to do ones hardest effort our OFGPU library with 

OpenFOAM then we suggest that you use either a made 

with a written offering (i.e. not putting on view giving 

clear, full picture) high-performance NVIDIA giving clear, 

full picture card. [6] 

OFGPU supports the single GPU putting into effect but 

although more than one or 2 GPU is untested. So, it does      

not surely work on more than one or 2 GPU. It is 

able to exist together with the older account of the 

OpenFOAM and has need of cusp and qt dependent 

relations   separately. 
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D. ISPM 
Library Multi-GPU able preconditioned word with root as 

another degree of slope (PCG) solver for Extend-project 

OpenFOAM. It is chiefly of an out-of-tree GPU library and 

an in-tree solver (the 2 GPL-licensed like OpenFOAM).[20] 

It is a CUDA sparse matrix-vector multiplication for a 

Custom matrix form and size based on cut thin, bits 

ELLPACK and a few connected fixed (regular) order for 

building a GPU done again and again having an effect equal 

to the input solver. [7] ISPM library is providing support for 

the underlining GPU shared libraries and it can be built with 

the cuda. So use of ISPM can support the GPU environment. 

It allows creating   a GPU solver over general solver. 

 

III. CONCLUSION 

Getting rightly the parallel behavior of OpenFOAM is an 

overcoming and complex work needed for getting high 

throughput. The speed up is solely achieved by making use   

of CUDA derivatives. OpenFOAM is ported on multi-core 

flat structure on NVIDIA GPU, the GPU putting into effect 

make ready get done the best performances in debt to having 

greatly sized number of threads and Cores resulting into the 

faster execution of OpenFOAM. 
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